


         

1 BATTERY PRODUCTS

The POWER FOR ALL ALLIANCE is one of the largest cross-brand battery alliances of 
leading manufacturers worldwide and offers the greatest variety of applications for your 
home and garden. 

Co-founding the POWER FOR ALL ALLIANCE, GARDENA provides even more flexibility in 
using one battery for all battery powered garden tools. 

The GARDENA 
18V POWER FOR ALL 
Battery System

All benefits at a glance

Save space. 
Save money. 
Protect the environment.

System flexibly expandable by tools 
across many brands.

Greatest application variety for your 
entire home and garden. 

One of the largest cross-brand battery systems.

100 % compatibility within 
the POWER FOR ALL 
ALLIANCE.**
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LAWN CARE 

LAWN CARE
Battery Powered PowerMax™ 
Lawnmower 32/36V P4A Solo

The GARDENA PowerMax™ 32/36V P4A (2 x 18V) is the perfect battery-powered lawnmower for small to medium lawn 
areas. The lawnmower is compatible with all battery systems from the POWER FOR ALL ALLIANCE. 

The specially hardened blade, which has a working width of 32 cm, ensures excellent cutting results. The cutting height can 
be easily adjusted to ten different levels using the QuickFit system – simply press and turn. Lawn combs on the sides of the 
housing ensure that no unsightly tufts of grass are left standing, even along walls and curbs.

The ergonomically shaped ErgoTec handle with switches on both sides ensure your hands are always in a relaxed working 
position. So you can push the mower for longer periods of time without tiring. A clearly visible LED indicator on the mower 
shows the current battery charge level.

The practical CnC (Cut and Collect) system ensures that the grass is cut and collected efficiently. Due to the guided air 
circulation and ideal position of the catcher, an above-average amount of clippings fit into the grass collector, minimizing the 
need to empty it often - saving precious time.

The holding bar is foldable, this means that the unit is easy to transport and can be stored in a space-saving manner.

Manoeuvrable, efficient, powerful
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LAWN CARE
Battery Powered Trimmer 
23/18V Solo LAWN CARE 

Easy and cordless lawn trimming: The Battery Trimmer EasyCut 23/18V P4A makes it possible to get your lawn in shape, even 
in spots that are usually hard to reach! The trimmer is very lightweight, allowing comfortable use for extended periods of time 
without feeling tired.

The trimmer operates on a RotorCut system and is compatible with all batteries from the 18V POWER FOR ALL ALLIANCE. 
Depending on the battery used the product can reach a maximum battery run time of up to 135min and cut up to 1125 m of 
lawn edge per run time.

After a quick and easy assembly, the trimmer can be used straight away. The adjustable handle and telescopic shaft allows 
you to adapt the cordless trimmer to your needs, this way you can keep an upright and relaxed posture while trimming.

Do you want to cut underneath obstacles? Simply tilt the head of the trimmer. Don't worry about plants that grow in a flower 
bed at the edge of the lawn, the pull-out and removable plant guard will keep your flowers and foliage well protected.

Powerful, adjustable and lightweight edge trimmer 







ErgoLine
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Powerful
Strong blowing performance 

with powerful axial fan.

Individually adjustable speed
Speed can be easily adjusted 

with just one finger.

2 in1
Spot nozzle for direct cleaning

application.

Easy Storage
Compact design and space 

saving storage.

Spot nozzle
Extension of 
tube and more 
precise work 

18V, 2.5 Ah System 
Battery P4A: for regular jobs 

Optimized run time and 
performance ratio, perfectly 

balanced and light 
(air volume 7.9 m³/min)

 
18V, 4.0 Ah System

Battery P4A: for tougher jobs
Activation of 10% more power 

(air volume 8.9 m³/min) 

Ergonomic handle position 
For easy work

Adjustable speed up to 100 km/h

One of the lightest blowers 
on the market
1.8 kg w/o battery 

Little feet 
For putting down blower 

easily after work Powerful axial fan
With less loss in air stream and high air volume of 
7.9m³ per minute for a great blowing performance 

The new lightweight and compact GARDENA Battery 
PowerJet Blower 18V brings powerful speed and 
efficiency to outdoor cleaning. Completely mobile 
for use around the house & garden.

Powerful, lightweight & 
convenient.

CLEAN

CLEANING
Battery Blower PowerJet 18V P4A Solo
14890-55



         

AquaClean

EasyClean

AquaClean

EasyClean

AquaClean

EasyClean
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Innovative, powerful, and above all mobile
– this pressure washer comes with lots 
of accessories so that you can get started 
straight away. Perfect to clean your car, the 
terrace, blinds or garden furniture. Clever 
design, practical handle and low weight (1.5 
kg), makes working with the pressure washer 
comfortable for extended periods of time.  

High performance 
pressure cleaning

3 power modesSelf priming
Draws water from a depth 

of 2 m.

Lightweight and easy handling
1.5 kg

LED battery indicator

Adjustable Cleaning nozzle 
0°/ 15° / 40°

Includes 5 m suction 
hose fitted with 
GARDENA connectors
and filter.

Soft-Clean-Mode for 
sensitive surfaces 

9 bar pressure: 180 l/hr

Nozzle storage 
compartment

Medium cleaning:
14 bar pressure: 200 l/hr

Jet cleaning for 
hard surfaces: 

24 bar pressure: 250 l/hr 

3 steps: 9-14-24 bar

CLEANING 
Pressure Washer AquaClean 18V/24 Bar P4A Solo
14800-55




